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Abstract
Recent theories of education have shifted learning environments towards student-centred
education. Also, the advancement of technology and the need for skilled individuals in
different areas have led to the introduction of new media skills. Along with new pedagogies
and content, these changes require new forms of assessment. However, assessment as the core
of learning has not been modified as much as other educational aspects. Furthermore, Although
automatic evaluation methods can offer numerous opportunities to develop new assessment
scenarios, in some cases, they are only computer-based forms of traditional methods. Hence,
much attention is required to develop assessment methods based on current educational
requirements. To address this gap, we have implemented two data-driven systematic literature
reviews to recognize the existing state of the field in the current literature. Chapter four of this
thesis focus on a literature review of automatic assessment, named learning analytics. This
chapter investigates the topics and challenges in developing new learning analytics tools.
Chapter five studies all assessment types, including traditional and automatic forms, in
computational thinking education. Computational thinking education, which refers to the
teaching of problem-solving skills, is one of the new media skills introduced in the 21st century.
The findings from these two literature reviews categorize the assessment methods and identify
the key topics in the literature of learning analytics and computational thinking assessment.
Studying the identified topics, their relations, and related studies, we pinpoint the challenges,
requirements, and opportunities of using automatic assessment in education. The findings from
these studies can be used as a guideline for future studies aiming to enhance assessment
methods in education. Also, the literature review strategy in this thesis can be utilized by other
researchers to develop systematic data-driven literature reviews in future studies.
ii
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Summary for Lay Audience
Evaluation of students’ learning is a key factor in education. Assessment of learning has
various benefits in different educational levels. At the organizational level, assessing students’
learning provides an overview of the effectiveness of educational methods, tools, content, and
equipment. Teachers utilize assessment to support students’ learning or evaluate their own
teaching strategies at the school or class level. Also, assessment of learning allows students to
learn by critically reviewing and reflecting on their own or their peers’ learning.
Acknowledging the importance of assessment, some researchers call assessment the core of
learning. However, assessment has not been well studied in the literature, and the findings from
empirical studies indicate that more studies are required to achieve assessment methods
suitable for the new pedagogical and curriculum requirements. This thesis studies the current
literature of assessment in education. Targeting the new assessment methods suitable for the
latest and changing education requirements, we focus on automatic assessment forms.
Automated assessment scenarios use computer-based algorithms and methods to assess
educational data. In a separate section, we also study different assessment methods in a recent
educational field, computational thinking, to investigate the new requirement for assessing
21st-century skills. Based on the results, the thesis provides suggestions and possible future
directions.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction

The advancement of technology and the widespread use of the internet have changed
learning and teaching structures and shifted the educational environments toward
technology-enhanced settings. These changes facilitated social interactions and ease of
access to learning material. Moving toward technology-enhanced learning (TEL) and
teaching provides the opportunities to respond to the developments in education and
teaching science, such as student-centred learning. However, there has been a much slower
shift in changing methods to provide assessment and feedback (Sweeney et al., 2017).
Except for the existing non-technological challenges of assessing students’ learning,
technology has introduced additional assessment processes. TEL can support a higher
number of students along with various and complex forms of data. Also, in TEL, students’
activities can be collected from different sources. These characteristics of learning in TEL
add additional complexities to the assessment in education. Furthermore, the necessity of
evaluating new skills, named new media skills, introduces another challenge. New media
skills are the required skills for students to perform as influential members of society
(Jenkins, 2006) and include skills such as problem-solving that are difficult to assess. Also,
while these skills are supposed to be taught in primary and middle schools, most existing
studies are related to higher education. This thesis uses a novel quantitative approach for
analyzing the relevant literatures in education to address the challenges regarding the
assessment of learning in education. Our quantitative literature review method analysis
previous articles in the field using topic modeling and social network analysis methods.
Along with the analysis result, including different themes and topic in the literature and
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their connection, the thesis provides a three-dimensional model of automatic assessment in
education to address the different areas that impact the assessment of learning. The
following section explores assessment challenges and the possibilities of using automatic
assessment methods to improve the assessment of learning.

1.1

Problem Statement

Assessment is the core of learning; however, it is cited as the most dissatisfaction source
for students (Ferrell, 2012). Theories of learning and teaching emphasize the claim that
cognitive abilities are developed through social interactions, active construction of
knowledge, and sense-making (Vygotsky, 1978). These theories support the need for
evaluating higher-order skills, self-regulated learning, and peer assessment (Oldfield,
Broadfoot, Sutherland, & Timmis, 2012). Also, the tendency to shift from summative to
formative forms of assessment, which refers to the change from assessment of learning to
the assessment for/as learning, requires new assessment methods (Sweeney et al., 2017).
Students’ engagement and empowerment in the assessment process are essential to fulfill
these goals. The use of automatic methods for formative assessment can provide timely
and insightful feedback for both educators and students.
Except for the challenges of applying educational theories to the assessment process,
technology introduces new constraints to the human-based assessment methods. TEL
environments can support a higher number of students in a learning course. Also, students’
activities and artifacts in these courses can be monitored and stored from different sources
and various data formats. While human-based assessment methods may not be efficient for
assessing data from a higher number of students and multiple sources, automatic
assessment methods can support various data formats and a higher volume of data.
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Also, the advancement of technology has coined the necessity of learning new skills
necessary for students to perform better in real-life settings. Jenkins (2006) believes that
nowadays, along with the traditional skills, students have to learn additional skills to
perform better as members of our technology-dependent society. These new skills are
named new media or multiliteracies skills (Dawson & Siemens, 2014; Jenkins, 2006) and
are categorized into 11 groups of skills, including play, performance, simulation,
appropriation, multitasking, distributed cognition, collective intelligence, judgment,
transmedia navigation, networking, and negotiation Jenkins (2006). Scholars believe that
the assessment of these skills is challenging and requires new assessment methods.
Schilder, Lockee, & Saxon (2016) state that the major challenge in assessing students’ new
media skills is the lack of systematic implementation of new media skills and their
corresponding assessment tools. That is while automatic assessment methods can assist
educators and researchers to understand the hidden aspects in the data collected from
students’ activities and analyze students’ new media skills.
Finally, there is an age gap in the literature of TEL regarding the assessment methods. In
recent years, utilizing TEL in school grades has paved the way for more innovative and
student-centred educational environments. However, most assessment methods are related
to higher education (Pishtari et al., 2020). While multiliteracies skills are mainly aimed to
be taught at pre-university levels, there is not much implementation of suitable methods to
enhance learning assessment for schoolers. Also, the literature indicates a gap regarding
systematic research on the challenges and possibilities of utilizing automatic assessment
methods in school grades, especially for the assessment of new media skills.
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1.2

Purpose Statement

Intending to facilitate the assessment in education, in recent years, different scholars have
studied data science methods for the automatic evaluation of students’ learning and skill
acquisition in the process of learning (Aung, 2017; Blikstein & Worsley, 2016; Gutierrez
et al., 2018). Data science refers to developing tools and processes to extract valuable
knowledge from complex data (Daniel, 2019). Data science in education is primarily
concerned with using automatic data analysis techniques to evaluate the data collected from
learning environments. Based on the abovementioned challenges in learning assessment,
in this thesis, I aim to explore existing data science techniques that can enhance assessment
in education.
Data science techniques can be utilized to analyze different levels in educational settings,
including individual, class, school, or organizational levels (Adeniji, 2019). For instance,
while some studies use data science techniques to monitor, analyze, and predict students’
learning, such as the early prediction of academic success to allow teacher interventions
(Avella, Kanai, & Kebritchi, 2016), other studies are concerned about enhancing
educational institutions’ performance and decision making (Quadir, Chen, & Isaias, 2020).
This thesis will mainly focus on Learning Analytics (LA), which refers to implementing
data science methods to analyze students’ individual and class level activities in the process
of learning (Avella et al., 2016). Also, a specific field of education, named computational
thinking, is selected to study the impact of utilizing data science techniques for assessment
purposes. In the form of an integrated article thesis, this thesis includes two articles
explained in the following.
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The first article explores the LA literature and presents a systematic review of the LA
research items. This article studies the LA literature's methods, applications, theories, and
trends. Also, the article synthesizes the challenges of using LA in education. Based on the
LA literature, data analysis in educational environments can assist human-based
evaluations and make the assessment practices time-efficient and flexible (Brinkhuis et al.,
2018). However, without considering educational theories, LA cannot solely solve the
challenges of evaluating students’ educational skills, especially for the multiliteracies
skills.
The second article of the thesis focuses on the use of LA to enhance the assessment of new
media skills for schoolers. Multiliteracies skills include a broad range of skills and can be
taught through different courses. Teaching Computational thinking (CT) to schoolers is
one of these areas. CT is introduced as Computational Literacy (Jacob & Warschauer,
2018) and intends to enhance students’ problem-solving skills based on concepts
fundamental to computer science (Wing, 2006). Different scholars have studied various
assessment methods to evaluate students’ CT skills in recent years. These methods include
both human-based and automatic assessment methods. However, most of the automatic
assessment methods for CT assessment are limited to the analysis of computer-based and
programming skills rather than problem-solving and multiliteracies skills. Also, there is no
systematic mapping of CT skills, related new media skills, and suitable automatic
assessment methods for CT assessment. Reviewing the literature of CT assessment and
exploring possible LA methods to analyze these skills is the focus of the second article in
the thesis.
Figure 1, shows the two articles of the thesis and their interconnections.
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Figure 1: The two articles in the thesis and their interconnection

1.3

Research Questions

The research questions for each of the two articles mentioned above are as follows. For the
first article, the research questions include 1) RQ1.1: What are the methods and
applications of automatic data analysis in education? 2) RQ1.2: What are the trends and
general topics in the literature of LA? 3) RQ1.3: How can LA methods be used to assess
multiliteracies skills? For the second article, the research questions include 1) RQ2.1: What
are the trends and general topics in the literature of CT assessment? 2) RQ2.2: what are the
CT skills and their existing assessment tools in the literature of CT assessment? 3) RQ2.3:
How can LA methods be utilized to enhance the assessment of CT skills?
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The two studies in chapters four and five answer the above questions. The remaining
questions are discussed and interpreted in the discussion chapter based on the results from
both studies. Finally, the discussion chapter has listed all the research questions and their
corresponding answers.

1.4

Overview of Remaining Chapters

This integrated article thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter two provides a literature
review of the related fields and key thesis concepts, including learning analytics,
computational thinking assessment, and assessment of new media skills. Chapter three
presents the designed methodology for the thesis's two articles. Both research articles of
this thesis are conducted as systematic literature reviews.
Chapter four explores the literature on learning analytics and focuses on big data analytics
in education to ensure the retrieved research items are related to multimodal assessment of
students’ learning. Learning analytics trends and methods are discussed in this chapter.
Also, the chapter addresses the research questions related to learning analytics.
In chapter five, the literature of computational thinking assessment was studied. This
chapter presents 11 topics in CTA literature and explores their interconnections. Also, the
chapter answers the research questions related to CTA. The automatic form of assessment
and challenges of implementing CTA is also discussed in this chapter.
The sixth and final chapter in this thesis is the concluding chapter. This chapter summarizes
the two thesis articles and corresponding findings to the research questions. Also, chapter
six includes the thesis's contribution and possible future research directions.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

2

2.1
Multiliteracies Assessment in TechnologyEnhanced Learning
Technology-Enhanced Learning (TEL) is concerned with the use of technology to support
learning, whether the learning is local or remote. Technology in education refers to the use
of computer-based technologies in the process of learning (Westera, 2010). Learning can
be considered as a process, and learning through technology seeks to improve that process.
Some scholars have used other terms instead of TEL, including ‘e-learning,’ ‘learning
technology,’ and ‘computer-based learning’ (Bayne, 2015). TEL offers flexibility,
scalability, and new methods to facilitate learning and teaching. Learning in TEL
environments requires students to learn new forms of skills, which students need in reallife settings surrounded by technological devices.

2.1.1

New media skills

Nowadays, technology in education is inevitable to achieve the mission of education,
which is to educate people as members of society. “If it were possible to define generally
the mission of education, it could be said that its fundamental purpose is to ensure that all
students benefit from learning in ways that allow them to participate fully in public,
community, [Creative] and economic life.” (New London Group, 2000, p. 9). Introducing
technology to the learning environments requires students to have media literacy skills
alongside traditional skills, such as research, technical, and critical analysis skills (Jenkins,
2006). Jenkins (2006) categorizes media literacy skills in 11 groups, including play,
performance, simulation, appropriation, multitasking, distributed cognition, collective
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intelligence, judgment, transmedia navigation, networking, and negotiation. Dawson and
Siemens (2014) name these skills as multiliteracies skills and indicate that the term
multiliteracies is often used interchangeably with media literacies, digital literacies, or new
literacies. These skills require new and diverse forms of assessment methods to be
developed and implemented in education contexts.

2.1.2

Multiliteracies

The term Multiliteracies refers to two different aspects of language (Kalantzis, Cope, Chan,
& Dalley-Trim, 2016). The first aspect is related to the variability of meaning-making in
different social, cultural, or domain-specific contexts. These days, with the availability of
being connected to people from other cultures and social groups, it is becoming more
significant to value these differences in our communication environments. As a result,
learning and teaching and the assessment in education cannot solely focus on the rules of
particular national languages. The second aspect of multiliteracies refers to the
characteristics of the information and communication media. Language and meaningmaking are moving toward multimodal forms, where meaning-making is no longer
restricted to text information. Instead, meaning-making is constructed through multimodal
forms of information, including text, oral, audio, visual, video, gestural, and spatial patterns
(Kalantzis et al., 2016). The term multiliteracies in my thesis refer to the second aspect of
multiliteracies.
Multimodality in multiliteracies means extending the range of literacy pedagogy so that it
does not solely include alphabetical forms of literacy but brings multimodal representations
to learning environments, particularly those typical of digital media. Multimodality makes
the literacy pedagogy more connected with today’s real-world communication media. The
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technological advancements, ease of access to information sources, and the emergence of
new communication forms have changed the meaning of being literate in the 21st century.
These changes have raised the discussions within educational research regarding the
importance of developing multiliteracies skills in students (Haythornthwaite & Andrews,
2011).

2.1.3

Multiliteracies Assessment

In recent years, the importance of implementing multiliteracies’ skills has led to the
development of new assessment methods to measure these new media skills (Dawson &
Siemens, 2014). Kerekes (2014) believes that assessment practices in learning settings
require to be changed from individual, reading-writing, and print-based practices to ones
that assess sociocultural dimensions of multiliteracies based on multimodal forms of data.
Prior to multiliteracies assessment, researchers must determine which potential artifacts
may be generated during learning and teaching; They also have to determine the possible
assessment methods to evaluate these artifacts (Dawson & Siemens, 2014).

2.1.4

Multiliteracies Pedagogical Framework

Based on the framework proposed by the New London Group (1996), there are four key
terms in Multiliteracies pedagogy, including situated practice, over instruction, critical
framing, and transformed practice. These four components of pedagogy do not constitute
a linear hierarchy nor represent stages. They may occur simultaneously and repeatedly
revisited at different learning levels. These components are as follows:
1. Situated Practice is the component related to the immersion in the learning experience
and the use of available learning content and designs of meaning. During the situated
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phase, learners reflect on their own learning and familiar experience; also, they
observe or take part in new content that is unfamiliar to them.
2. Overt Instruction is related to understanding designs of meaning and processes in a
systematic and analytical way. Learners in this phase may group and categorize
things or make generalizations using concepts.
3. Critical Framing refers to critically viewing the study topic in relation to the context
of learning. In this phase, learners may analyze logical connections and interpret their
own and other people’s perspectives, motives, and interests.
4. Transformed Practice refers to putting the transformed meaning to other contexts. In
this phase, learners may apply new learning to an actual situation, propose solutions,
and test their validity. Also, learners can make an innovative or creative intervention
in the real world.

2.2
2.2.1

Computational Thinking and Assessment
Computational thinking

Various studies in the literature provide different definitions for CT. Some studies define
CT as a cognitive process, while others highlight it as a problem-solving approach (Zhang
& Nouri, 2019). Also, CT definitions in the literature differ based on the goals, skills, and
context of implementing CT (Tang, Yin, Lin, Hadad, & Zhai, 2020; Zhang & Nouri, 2019).
Drawing from programming and computing concepts, many researchers defined CT as the
process of programming, designing for usability, improving computational concepts,
computational problem-solving, and system thinking. On the other hand, the definitions
that emerged from CT’s non-programming activities focus on CT’s operational and real-
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life applications. The various definitions of CT have led to the emergence of different
assessment tools and methods for the assessment of CT skills. Two next paragraphs provide
a brief overview of the formation of CT definitions over time.
The term CT was first proposed by Papert (1996) in an article about mathematics education
and defined as “procedural thinking.” However, CT was not a topic of interest until Wing’s
(2006) study. Wing (2006) described CT as the approach to “solving problems, designing
systems, and understanding human behaviour, by drawing on the concepts fundamental to
computer science” (p. 33). Also, she stated that computational thinking is about
conceptualization, not programming. Later, Guzdial (2008) mentioned CT as a problemsolving process that focuses on abstraction, evaluation, modelling and automation. With
the rise in the importance of CT, the International Society for Technology in Education
(ISTE) and the Computer Science Teacher Association (CSTA) offered an operational
definition of CT as a problem-solving process that includes the following as its primary,
but not all, characteristics: formulating problems in a way that can be solved by
computational tools, logical thinking and analyzing data, representing data through
abstractions, automating solutions through algorithmic thinking, and identifying,
evaluating, and implementing possible solutions (Hershkovitz et al., 2019).
All the above definitions are common in that none of them explicitly mentions
programming languages for CT acquisition. However, this is not a universal belief about
CT. Brennan & Resnick (2012) stated that programming is essential in CT education. Their
proposed theoretical framework presented three dimensions including, computational
concepts (programming terms of sequences, loops, events, parallelism, conditionals,
operators, and data flow), computational practices (iteration, debugging, and abstraction),
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and computational perspectives (expressing, questioning, and connecting). Another CT
framework that originates from computational concepts is based on the study by Weintrop
et al. (2016). The framework classifies CT into four dimensions: data practice, modeling
and simulation, problem-solving, and system thinking. Since there is no unified CT
definition, its definition and assessment methods change depending on the context
(Kirwan, Costello, & Donlon, 2018).

2.2.2

Computational Thinking Assessment

The diversity in CT definition indicates the complex structure of CT (Allsop, 2019), and it
is not possible to limit the CT assessment to one of the programming or non-programming
constructs. The same as CT’s definition, the assessment tools and techniques differ based
on their various implementations. These assessment tools go further than evaluating the
programming skills to perform assessment methods that assist students in the acquisition
of problem-solving skills (Román-González, Pérez-González, Moreno-León, & Robles,
2018). Literature of CTA includes a wide range of different assessment techniques and
methods, including qualitative, quantitative, and mixed-method approaches of evaluation
(Weese, 2016a).
Although assessment is a core of learning, along with the CTA studies, there are various
studies in the CT literature that ignore the assessment of CT skills. Also, many of the CT
environments in k-12, are designed with focus on providing learners with an engaging
experience of creating codes and computational artifacts and most of them ignore the
assessment of learners’ skills (Yadav et al., 2015). Without a proper and sufficient
assessment, CT cannot expand in the k-12 education and move toward its vision (Grover
et al., 2014). In CT education, the major goal of the assessment is to measure students’
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learning with the aim of improving their CT skills, not necessarily awarding student grades
(Grover, 2017). Grover (2017) States that the result of CTA should highlight the gaps in
students’ CT understanding, and in turn informing enhancements to the curriculum and/or
pedagogy.
Moreover, manually checking students’ programming artifacts which refers to the
traditional form of assessment, has some limitations in CTA. Although human-based
assessment may better reflect students’ learning in some concepts, this form of assessment
can be subjective and time-consuming. There are automatic assessment tools such as
Dr.Scratch that have addressed this issue of traditional assessment (Moreno et al., 2015;
Srinivas et al., 2018). However, Brennan (2012) claims that the computational construct in
students’ coding structure does not necessarily show their real CT skills. In contrast,
artifact-based interviews can provide a more clear picture of students’ learning from the
programming projects in different CT environments (Basogain et al., 2018; Weese, 2016).
So, literature does not offer a unique assessment tool for CT skills. Moreover, while some
of the presented assessment methods are valuable for research to provide a holistic view of
learner’s skill acquisition in CT, they may not be practical based on the current curriculum
and pedagogy (Grover, 2017).

2.3

Learning Analytics for Learning Assessment

Exploring data science literature in education, we can pinpoint three closely related
concepts, including learning analytics (LA), educational data mining (EDM), and academic
analytics (AA). Although these fields have significant similarities in methodologies,
techniques, goals, and target individuals, they are different in some dimensions, such as
target stakeholders. AA refers to analyzing educational data to improve educational
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institutions’ decision-making and performance (Ndukwe & Daniel, 2020). AA implements
big data analysis techniques, statistics, and predictive modelling (Campbell et al., 2007)
and focuses on decision-making in the upper layers of education taxonomy, such as the
institutional layer.
Compared to AA, EDM and LA have more similarities. They both focus on the lower
education taxonomy levels, such as individuals or schools. However, EDM and LA also
have differences. Siemens & Baker (2012) present five differences between EDM and LA.
1) EDM and LA have different goals in knowledge discovery; While LA aims to leverage
human judgment, in EDM leveraging human judgment is a tool. 2) EDM and LA have
different origins. EDM focuses on student modelling based on educational software, but
LA is about outcome prediction, intelligent curriculum, and systematic interventions. 3)
LA and EDM employ different techniques and methods. EDM mainly relies on
classification, clustering, Bayesian modelling, relationship mining, discovery with models,
and visualization. In addition to these methods, LA includes other analysis techniques such
as sentiment analysis, influence analysis, social/epistemic network analysis, success
prediction, and sense-making analysis. 4) EDM performs automated personalization, while
LA informs and provides guidelines for instructors and students. 5) EDM considers a
system as a set of components and investigates the relationships between them, while LA
aims to analyze the whole system. Since many studies refer to EDM and LA as
interchangeable concepts, my thesis will explore both approaches as LA.

2.3.1

Learning Analytics: Theory and Definition

The Research Handbook of the Society of Learning Analytics (2017) states that “when
Evidenced-Based Practice (EBP) and the three-legged stool of Epistemology, Pedagogy,
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and assessment are applied to LA, it takes LA from theory to practice” (Ochoa, 2017). The
Epistemology-Pedagogy-Assessment (EPA) framework defines the relationships between
its three elements. Applying EPA to LA means assessing learners’ performance based on
pedagogical feedback and epistemological views (Knight et al., 2014). Moreover, applying
EBP to LA refers to providing evidence to reject or support educational data analysis
findings. Romero (2010) states that EBP is about information retrieval, organization, and
management of the analysis results to provide daily decision-making information.
Based on the relation between EPA and LA, LA refers to collecting the data related to
pedagogy and epistemology to assess learning environments and students’ performance
(Adeniji, 2019); and this process aims to provide the required information for improvement
and decision making in educational settings. The most popular definition of learning
analytics in literature was presented in the First Learning Analytics and Knowledge
Conference in 2011. Siemens et al. (2011) stated that “learning analytics is the collection,
measurement, analysis, and reporting of educational data, including data about learners,
and their context, for understanding and enhancing learning and the environment in which
it occurs.” Although the definition includes the main concepts in LA, it is too general to
highlight different aspects of LA’s current trend.

2.3.2

Learning Analytics: Dimensions

Chatti et al. (2012) presented a model that highlights four questions about LA, including
why to use LA (purpose), what type of data to analyze (data), how to perform the analysis
(method and techniques), and who are the stakeholders. These four dimensions are
discussed in the following. Except for these four dimensions, some other scholars added
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two extra dimensions, including internal limitations and external constraints (Greller et al.,
2012).
Learning Analytics: Purpose. Various scholars mentioned assessment and educational
decision-making as the main goals of LA (Derick et al., 2017; Mangaroska et al., 2019;
Millecamp et al., 2018). However, other scholars believe that LA is more a tool to assist
learning than a means to assess it. Blikstein (2016, p.221) states that “an important goal of
learning analytics is to equalize the playing field by developing methods that examine and
quantify non-standardized forms of learning.” Based on (Cukurova et al., 2016 ), learning
analytics is an effective way of supporting learning activities rather than being a measure
of determination. From this perspective, LA is a tool to “augment human intellect” rather
than measure it. According to the finding of a literature review by Moissa et al. (2015), LA
is generally done with one of the following purposes: adaptation, evaluation and feedback,
monitoring and analysis, personalization and recommendation, prediction and intervention,
reflection, mentoring, and tutoring.
Learning Analytics: Data. The data source for LA can be from various sources, including
virtual learning environments, social networks, surveys, digital libraries, or other
repositories. Also, LA utilizes various forms of data, including click-stream and log-based
data, text, handwriting, sketch, speech, programming artifacts, gaze data, affective state
and emotion, action, and gesture (Mangaroska et al., 2018; Martinez-Maldonado et al.,
2018; Mitri et al., 2019; Williamson, 2017; Worsley et al., 2010). Some studies have used
triangulation of data to improve the findings; for example, Blikstein (2016) combines
speech recognition with handwriting to analyze the duration of time students need to
complete tutoring activities.
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Learning Analytics: Method and Techniques. Aiming to achieve the LA objectives,
previous studies have used different methods such as clustering, classification, regression,
statistics, text mining, sentiment analysis, visualization techniques, and social network
analysis (Vieira et al., 2018).
Learning Analytics: Stakeholders. Different individuals in learning environments could
benefit from LA. Banihashem et al. (2018) categorized the benefits of learning analytics
based on various stakeholders. These benefits and their associated stakeholders are as
follows:
1. Learners: The first benefit of LA for learners is the enhancement of their engagement
and learning outcomes. Personalization of learning processes and learning
environment is another benefit of LA for students. Finally, LA can be used to increase
self-reflection and self-awareness.
2. Teachers: LA could provide effective assessment services, real-time feedback,
monitor students’ activities, and help teachers better understand students’ learning
habits. Moreover, LA can recommend study material or teaching strategies to
improve instructors’ performance. Finally, LA can be used to predict and provide
warning signals for teachers.
3. Institutions: improved educational decision-making, boosted cost-efficiency,
increased students’ return rate, increased student success are some of the possible
benefits of LA for institutions. Also, LA assists institutions in curriculum
improvement and making evidence-based decisions.
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4. Researchers: Using LA in education helps researchers measure and enhance
education efficiency and find knowledge gaps.
5. Course Designers: LA could benefit course designers by identifying target courses
and improving learning design.
6. Parents: Using the results from LA, parents can monitor students’ activities and
outcomes.

2.3.3

Learning Analytics and Big Data

The current tendency in LA refers to the analysis of data gathered from user activity. More
importantly, this data is not restricted to online learning environments like LMSs. It may
also include data from different sensors that can be used in physical or online learning
settings. Besides, educational data are created by institutions that use specific applications
to manage courses, learning materials, and students (Sin et al., 2015). The large volume of
data extracted from all these platforms and devices leads to a significant information source
that can help education stakeholders improve the learning experience and outcomes
(Cantabella et al., 2019). However, due to the high volume and complexity of these data,
they cannot be easily analyzed by traditional data analysis techniques (Sin et al., 2015).
Due to these limitations, institutions and researchers started to use big data techniques for
analyzing educational data.
Cantabella et al. (2019) state that while implementing big data in LA helps educators and
learners improve the learning process, big data has some disadvantages. Big data include
large datasets with various formats and structures that make big data management and
analysis more complicated than analyzing traditional data forms. Moreover, in some
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educational environments, such as mobile learning, where mobile devices have lower
processing capabilities, implementing big data is more challenging (Shorfuzzaman et al.,
2019). Sin et al. (2015) summarize the challenges of handling big data in three main
categories: storage, analysis, and reporting.
Different studies have developed big data frameworks to harness the use of big data in LA.
Shorfuzzaman et al. (2019) introduce cloud computing as a solution for big data analysis
in mobile learning. Cantabella et al. (2019) use Hadoop in their big data framework for
analyzing the data in a learning management system. Moreover, different technologies and
tools have been introduced for big data storage, analysis, and reporting; MongoDB,
Hadoop, MapReduce, and Weka are among the big data analysis tools discussed in the
literature (Sin et al., 2015).

2.3.4

Multimodal Learning Analytics

Multimodal Learning Analytics (MMLA) refers to the use of learning analytics with
multimodal forms of data. Blikstein (2016) defines MMLA as "a set of techniques
employing multiple sources of data (video, logs, text, artifacts, audio, gestures, biosensors)
to examine learning in realistic, ecologically valid, social, mixed-media learning
environments." Worsley (2014) states that MMLA includes applying analytics and datamining techniques in constructionist and open-ended multimodal learning environments.
Based on Worsley's (2014) study, the objective in MMLA is to track learning by collecting
and analyzing data from multiple modalities and finding the connection between complex
learning behaviours, learning strategies and learning theories. However, MMLA is an
emerging field, and more research is needed to reveal its different aspects; for example, a
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survey on MMLA showed that about fifty percent of the eighty-two analyzed papers were
theoretical research (Worsley, 2018).

2.3.4.1

Categories of Multimodal Learning Analytics

Different categories of MMLA are as follows.
1. Text Analysis. Any kind of text data in educational environments could be used in
LA. Open-ended writing tasks, open-ended questions, face-to-face and online
activities, online sources, policy documents, textbooks, and exams can be used as text
data sources in LA (Blikstein et al., 2016). The advantage of text analysis is the
possibility of large scale analysis of text databases. Except for text data, learners'
programming artifacts can also be used as data in LA to assess individuals' coding
skills (Blikstein et al., 2014).
2. Speech Analysis. Analyzing speech compared to text data has advantages. First, the
possibility of analyzing speech opens new rooms for implementing learning analytics
in a non-traditional learning setting, where the assessment is no longer restricted to
exams and text. Second, by analyzing the speaker's tone and voice, speech analysis
can perform more accurate analysis than text analysis (Dawson et al., 2014). Worsley
(2011) conducted a speech analysis to identify expertise in students. The study shows
that the speech patterns in expert and novice students are different. For example, the
average duration of novice students' responses to questions was twice the time for
expert students. Moreover, another study of Worsley & Blikstein (2013) showed that
the key markers of learners' expertise include user certainty and the ability to describe
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things effectively. Their study analyzed students' performance based on these
metrics.
3. Handwriting and Sketch Analysis. The use of handwriting and sketch in LA can
broaden LA's scope beyond the traditional forms of data, including keyboard and
mouse-based entries. These two forms of analysis can extend LA to early childhood
learning, and those learning environments that text data is not available. Different
studies have used computer vision or intelligent boards, and machine learning to
analyze learners' handwriting or drawings (Schick et al., 2012). Moreover, sketch
analysis provides the possibilities of analyzing diagrams and figures, which are the
new forms of education in STEM education (Blikstein et al., 2016).
4. Gesture and Physical State Analysis. Gesture or action analysis includes the
techniques that capture learners' actions, independent of their personal characteristics
such as body size and gender. These analyses can be used to capture individuals'
engagement and attention by analysis of video frames. Moreover, action analysis can
support immediate feedback on the correctness of students' movements, such as hand
placement or their body movements in sports education (Martinez-Maldonado et al.,
2018). The use of specific sensors or technologies can even broader the form of
information extracted from the gesture analysis; for example, infrared cameras avoid
some of the complexities of regular cameras (Schlömer et al., 2008). MartinezMaldonado et al. (2018) use the concept of distributed cognition theory, Internet of
things, and LA to provide a theoretical framework for the analysis of the learning
process in physical spaces; The study uses motion, proximity and location sensors
for the aim of physical learning analysis.
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5. Affective State Analysis. Analyzing students' affective state relies on one or more of
the possible data sets for identifying individuals' affective state, including text,
speech, action logs, interaction with other learners and environment, and facial
detection (Derick et al., 2017; Schneider et al., 2015). Besides, using different
educational theories, studies in the literature select various affective states for their
analysis. For example, Mello (2014) Selected anger, anxiety, boredom, confusion,
curiosity, fear, engagement, happiness, and frustration. The study investigates how
the interaction of various events lead to selected affective states, and how those
affective states trigger learners' behaviours.
6. Eye Gaze Analysis. Eye gaze is one of the important indicators of attention. Several
studies indicated that students' performance correlates with their eye gaze pattern
regarding the directions and duration of the learners' look (Blikstein et al., 2016).
Gomes et al. (2013) studied eye-tracking analysis to provide positive intervention in
STEM education. Besides eye gaze data, they also collected data from mouse clicks
and the learning task's duration to better predict the students' performance.
Mangaroska et al. (2018) predict students' expertise in programming based on their
gaze pattern. The analysis results indicate that learners' coding expertise positively
correlates with success in debugging, a metric associated with the gaze pattern.

2.3.5

Visualization and Reporting Learning Analytics

The results from LA could be reported in both text and visual formats. However,
visualization in LA is both a technique for reporting and analysis and as mentioned earlier,
we know that leveraging human judgment is an aim in LA. So, visualization can provide a
model to facilitate understanding data in context (Mangaroska et al., 2019). Visual data
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analysis refers to graphics and computational methods to extract patterns from large
datasets and present them in visualization tools. Different websites and tools can be used
to create visualizations; Gapminder, IBM Many Eyes, and FlowingData are among the
tools for big data visualization (Avella et al., 2016).
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Chapter 3
Methodology

3

The proposed research is designed as two systematic literature reviews in CTA and LA.
This systematic literature review approach uses machine learning techniques for datadriven content analysis and uses qualitative analysis to support the data-driven literature
review.

3.1

Systematic Data-Driven Literature Review

The literature review on the two articles of this thesis aims to combine the strengths of
qualitative and quantitative content analysis methods (Hong et al., 2017). Ananiadou et al.
(2009) state that it is required to harness the powerful text-mining1 technologies in SLRs
to deal with the rapid growth of research literature in different fields. Although quantitative
methods can meet the requirements of systematic literature reviews for large datasets, they
demand high recall for SLR studies, which is not always applicable (O’Mara-Eves et al.,
2015). On the other hand, even though qualitative literature review methods have
limitations regarding the size of the dataset, they can provide for in-depth analysis of
literature (Gough, 2015). As a result, this thesis has conducted a quantitative systematic
literature review supported by a qualitative study of selected literature items.

1

The automatic process of deriving valuable information from unstructured text using quantitative
techniques
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The stages of the systematic review in this thesis are based on the guideline in Pluye’s
(2014) and Kitchenham’s (2007) research. Figure 2 represents these stages which are also
discussed in the following.

Figure 2 The stages of the systematic literature review in the two studies of the thesis

3.1.1

Stage 1: Formulating a Research Question

In the first article, the research questions for both quantitative and qualitative methods are
the same. The quantitative results will be followed by qualitative analysis to provide further
explanations.
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3.1.2

Stage 2: Information Source

The literature documents were collected from different scientific databases, including
ACM, IEEE, ScienceDirect, Web of Science, ERIC, and Springer. The literature items for
the qualitative analysis include a subset of articles from quantitative analysis.

3.1.3

Stage 3: Search Strategy

We have used specific queries for each study to collect the text data. The collected data
includes peer-reviewed English journals and conference papers published after 2010. We
used text analysis methods, including word frequencies and clustering, to identify
keywords in each study and improve the queries during the pilot studies.
The search strategy for qualitative analysis is to look for the recent or literature review
items selected from the dataset for quantitative analysis. Also, different factors such as cite
scores of research items, recent papers of highly cited authors, and the results from the
quantitative analysis have been used to select the literature items for the qualitative
analysis.

3.1.4

Stage 4: Selection Strategy

The quantitative analysis was conducted on selected documents’ titles, abstracts, and
keywords. This stage included removing duplicates and outliers based on word similarity
measures (Nasar et al., 2019). Also, we used basic text mining methods from Feng et al.
(2017) for screening. The screening process included deleting the documents containing
non-relevant top keywords to the topic of study with this assumption that similar
documents share similar words (Ananiadou et al., 2009). The text analysis methods utilized
in stage 4 are as follows: First, we identified duplicate items using similarity measures
popular in quantitative text analysis, such as cosine similarity. Second, we eliminated
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outliers using similarity measures. Outliers in our study were considered those documents
with significantly low similarity to the other retrieved documents from stage 3. To find
outliers, we calculated average similarity of each document to other documents and
eliminated the documents with significantly low average similarity to other documents of
the dataset.

3.1.5

Stage 5 and 6: Data Analysis Method and Process

For the aim of our data-driven literature review, we used NLP techniques for preprocessing of the selected documents. We used topic-modelling, an automatic text mining
approach that can be utilized for systematic literature reviews (Feng et al., 2017). Topic
modelling is a technique that automatically assigns documents to different categories based
on the content of documents (Ananiadou et al., 2009). Also, we implemented a network
analysis to explore the connections between the identified topics. The process for stage 5,
data analysis methods, and stage 6, data analysis process, are as follows.
Stage 5 is related to the identification of text analysis methods. We used different Natural
Language Processing (NLP) tools in python to perform the pre-processing of the text
documents before finding the topics. Second, we used topic modelling based on Latent
Dirichlet Allocation(LDA) algorithm to identify the latent topics in the literature. We also
utilized Social Network Analysis (SNA) to identify the topic connections using python
libraries. Finally, We used Factor Analysis on the top keywords of the topics to identify
the most important keywords that define their corresponding literature.
Stage 6 is related to the implementation of the selected analysis methods. In the following,
each of the data analysis phases, including pre-processing, topic-modelling, network
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analysis, and factor analysis, are discussed. The corresponding examples are from the first
study of the thesis. The second study has the same process.

3.1.5.1

Pre-processing of the Selected Literature Items

Pre-processing refers to the process of selecting relevant word-features and preparing
meaningful data for the data analysis step. We performed multiple pilot studies on smaller
literature datasets for each of the two articles. We developed an effective way to find a
“core vector space” for each article based on the pilot studies. A core vector space (CSV)
in text analysis is a dataset version without nonrelevant or nonimportant word-features. We
identified the CSV in three steps as follows: duplicate and outlier removal, cleaning the
database by eliminating symbols, numbers, lowercasing, normalization of words (e.g.
“assessment” and “evaluation” has the same meaning), stopword removal (e.g. “and”,
“is”), lemmatization (e.g. “computing” to “compute”), deleting context-related words
repeated in a significant number of documents (e.g. “learning” and “student” in CTA
context), and deleting document specific words such as abbreviations, finally, checking
and deleting outliers in the pre-processed database.
Figure 3 illustrates the process for finding a CSV. The black cells indicate that the
corresponding word (column) appears in which document (row).
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Figure 3: The process of finding a Core Vector Space

3.1.5.2

Identifying Topics

Identifying topics is named topics modelling and refers to using unsupervised machine
learning techniques to find the topics in a database of documents. In this thesis, we used
Latent Dirichlet Algorithm (LDA) to identify LA and CTA literature topics. LDA is an
unsupervised machine learning technique for identifying latent categories in a dataset. We
used python programming language and Gensim library to implement LDA. Even though
LDA is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm, it must be given the number of topics
as a parameter. There are various methods to solve this problem and automatically find the
optimal number of topics. We used four metrics, including Arun2010, CaoJuan2009,
Deveaud2014, and Griffiths2004. The following paragraphs provide an overview of these
four metrics.
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Arun2010 metric (Arun, Suresh, Veni Madhavan, & Narasimha Murthy, 2010) aims to find
the optimal number of topics by minimizing the distance between different DocumentTopic and Topic-Word matrixes distributions. CaoJuan2009 method (Cao, Xia, Li, Zhang,
& Tang, 2009) claims that the LDA model performs better when the average cosine
distance of topics is the minimum; as a result, it aims to minimize the average distance of
topics. Deveaud2014 metric (Deveaud, SanJuan, & Bellot, 2014) finds the optimal number
of LDA topics by maximizing the information divergent between all topics in an LDA
model. Finally, Griffiths2004 (Griffiths & Steyvers, 2004) uses the Bayesian model
selection to find the number of topics. The rationale behind this method is to maximize the
probability of selecting a word when it appears in specific documents and topics.
Figure 4 shows a sample result from these four metrics for identifying the optimal number
of topics in the CTA Literature review in chapter 5. Since these four metrics measure the
dataset's different characteristics, the y-axis in Figure 4 does not have a label, and we have
normalized the results to the 0-1 range. After using the above metrics to find the optimal
number of topics, we manually reviewed the results for different topics numbers in both
articles to select the most meaningful number of topics. Finally, the selected number of
topics was used as a parameter for the LDA method to identify literature topics.
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Figure 4: A sample results from the four metrics used for identifying an optimal
number of topics for LDA

3.1.5.3

Network Analysis

In both articles of this thesis, topic modelling follows with network analysis of the
identified topics. Network analysis is a method to explore the interconnection of a group
of items based on their similarity. Network analysis shows the items as nodes of a network
and their connections as edges that connect the network nodes. Regarding topic modelling
in this thesis, topic similarity means the number of the same keywords between any pair of
topics. If there are a significant number of common keywords between two topics, the
corresponding nodes of those topics will be connected on the network of topics. Topics
with more similarity to the other topics form the most connected nodes of a network of
topics. Network analysis can be used to further interpret the single topics, their
interconnections, and the literature as a whole.

3.1.6

Stage 7: Synthesis

Finally, the results from the quantitative analysis were synthesized and supported by
qualitative analysis to answer the research questions.
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Chapter 4

4

Data Analytics in Education: A Data-Driven Literature
Review

In the past decade, the applications of learning analytics in education have made significant
headways. This advancement highlights the new opportunities for educational analytics,
prediction, and decision-making. However, the combination of big data and quantitative
analysis has brought new challenges to academic analytics. This paper focuses on
developing a systematic data-driven Literature review of big data analytics in education.
This study identifies the key topics of big data analytics in education and investigates the
possible reasons for the issues and challenges in that field. The study utilizes a machinelearning approach to explore the key themes. We have identified six topics and 19 subtopics
using the Latent Dirichlet Allocation topic modelling. We also performed a network
analysis to explore the links between the topics. Based on the analysis results, the study
presents a three-dimensional model for big data analysis in education and describes how
this model and challenges in educational data analysis are related. The paper provides
recommendations for future research.

4.1

Introduction

The advancement of technology and the use of learning analytics to analyze educational
data have provided the opportunity to store, track, evaluate, and visualize students’ learning
in large datasets (Avella, Kanai, & Kebritchi, 2016). Even though most big data analysis
(BDA) in education refers to online settings, such as learning management systems (LMS),
the use of new technologies provides the possibility of tracking students’ learning in a
broader range of environments and data formats (Klašnja-Milićević, Ivanović, & Budimac,
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2017). The development of big data applications in education has brought new benefits to
enhance teaching and learning. It also introduces new issues and challenges in different
aspects (Daniel, 2019).
“Big data” refers to any dataset that is too large or too complex to be computed by
conventional applications (Sin & Muthu, 2015). The data can also be structured or
unstructured and presented at any speed, such as real-time. Big data is generally
categorized into three Vs, including Volume, Variety, and Velocity (Shorfuzzaman,
Hossain, Nazir, Muhammad, & Alamri, 2019). With the characteristics of big data methods
and techniques, big data can enhance complex educational data analytics.
Learning analytics (LA), educational data mining (EDM), and academic analytics (AA) are
three closely related concepts (Siemens & Baker, 2012). However, they have some
differences in their scopes and methods. Using machine learning and predictive modelling,
LA provides actionable information. LA mainly focuses on individual users’ needs, such
as early prediction of academic success to allow teacher intervention in students’ learning
processes. EDM uses data-mining methods to promote discoveries in educational settings
(Avella, Kanai, & Kebritchi, 2016). Finally, AA involves business intelligence techniques
and mainly focuses on the organizational level. Researchers believe that these three related
subjects overlap in the definition and scope (Doleck, Lemay, Basnet, & Bazelais, 2020).
In the past decade, there have been several studies on big data in education to enhance the
information discovery in administration, student/learning, and teaching/delivery aspects.
However, since the nature of BDA is different from traditional quantitative or qualitative
analysis, the current state of it in education is still far from fulfilling the information
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discovery needs. More importantly, the sensitivity of educational environments adds more
complexity to BDA in learning settings.
This study aims to perform a data-driven literature review to discover the themes in
educational BDA literature. Focusing on the challenges in that field, we aim to investigate
how the existing body of literature responds to the needs in the big data area in education,
what challenges are remaining, and which aspects require further research. Various studies
have addressed current challenges and issues in BDA. They mainly focus on privacy,
ethical issues (Avella, Kanai, & Kebritchi, 2016), and technical limitations (Otoo-Arthur
& Van Zyl, 2019). We believe that the challenges in BDA might go beyond that.

4.2
Challenges and issues of big data analytics in
educational research
Some studies in the literature of BDA have categorized the potential challenge and issues
as follows (Daniel, 2019):
•

Technical Issues: These issues include handling a massive amount of data, protecting
privacy through authentication, and the limitations of predictive methods to model
the complexity of educational settings.

•

Ontological Issues: in the education field, researchers infer the information based on
the context. A critical part of educational research is engaging with the data collection
process, while in BDA, the researcher is rarely involved in data collection.

•

Epistemological Issues: due to the complexity and dynamicity of data, BDA is
different from the previously known quantitative, qualitative, and mixed-method
research methodologies.
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•

Data Analysis Issues: The predictive and analysis methods in BDA are useful for
answering “what” rather than “why” questions. While in education, we often need to
provide reasons.

•

Digital Divide Issues: BDA requires the involvement of data scientists; however,
there are not many of them working in the education field.

•

Privacy and Ethical Issues: On the one hand, maintaining confidentiality and ethics
in education has its challenge, and on the other hand, preserving privacy limits the
possible applications of BDA.

4.3

Method

Aiming to identify the topics of “big data in education,” we relied on a systematic literature
review and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) as a topic modelling approach. LDA is an
unsupervised machine learning technique to discover latent categories of a dataset
(Deveaud, SanJuan, & Bellot, 2014).

4.3.1

Data Collection

We collected the text data of scientific publications from six databases, including ACM,
IEEE, Scopus, Web of Science, Springer, and ScienceDirect. The collected data included
title, abstract, and keywords of journal articles and proceeding papers related to “Big Data
Analysis in Education.” Considering 2010 as the first year that big data analytics was
introduced to the education field, we retrieved studies since 2010. The query used for data
collection was {Topic: ((“learning analytics” OR “educational data mining” OR “academic
analytics”) AND (“big data” OR “large data”)}. The word “Topic” in the search query
refers to the articles’ metadata, including title, abstract, and keywords.
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4.3.2

Data Selection

Since review studies do not concentrate on a single topic, we excluded them. Also, we
removed the duplicates from the search results. The remaining was 527 documents. Table
1. shows the number of search results from each dataset.
Table 1: Overview of Data Collection
Data Source

4.3.3

Number of Search Results

ACM

27

Web of Science

328

IEEE

155

Scopus

385

ScienceDirect

16

Springer

68

Total

979

Data preprocessing

Preprocessing of data includes the process of identifying a collection of meaningful wordfeatures; this collection is called core vector space (CVS). Our original selected dataset
included 527 articles with a total of 5,206 features. We performed cosine-similarity and
Jaccard coefficient based on tfidf vectors for outlier removal, and we performed data
cleaning and feature selection to find a homogenous CVS for the dataset. The first step of
preprocessing included the following techniques: stop word elimination, lowercasing,
number and punctuation removal, bigram and 3-gram processing, normalization, and
lemmatization. During the preprocessing, we used the following python libraries: nltk,
gensim, spacy, and sklearn.
In the second preprocessing step, we used CountVectorizer and TfidfVectorizer from the
sklearn python package to select relevant word-features considering both tfidf and
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frequency-based analysis. The words that appeared less than two times in the dataset were
deleted. tfidf values were used to exclude document-specific words such as acronyms. The
high-frequency words that can be found in scientific data (e.g., “aim,” “research,” and
“analyze”) and general English (e.g., “however” and “may”) were deleted. Since such
word-features have low tfidf scores, we identified them based on their tfidf scores. The
preprocessing resulted in a CVS with 490 articles and 426 word-features.

4.3.4

Data Analysis

We performed LDA topic modeling to analyze the CVS and used network analysis of the
identified topics to explore their connection. We used python’s genism package to
implement LDA. Even though LDA is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm, it
requires the number of topics as the input value. We used Arun2010 and CaoJuan2009
metrics and coherence score. Arun2010 (Arun, 2010) finds the optimal number of topics
by minimizing the distance between different Document-Topic and Topic-Word matrixes
distributions. CaoJuan2009 method (CaoJuan, 2009) claims that the LDA model performs
better when the average cosine distance of clusters is the minimum. Since the metric for
finding the optimal number of topics does not guarantee good results for human
interpretation, we manually reviewed the results for different topic numbers. Finally, six
topics and 19 subtopics were selected.
We used an adjacency matrix (Longabaugh, 2012) to visualize the results from topic
modelling. Fig. 1 shows a binary adjacency matrix for the dataset documents. The black
cells mean that the similarity between the two corresponding documents is higher than the
average similarity in the CVS. Also, each of the borders represents a topic of documents.
Each topic’s size shows the number of documents within that topic, and the density means
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homogeneity of each topic. For interpreting and naming the identified cluster, we
considered both sizes and densities of the topics.

4.4
4.4.1

Results
Big Data in Learning Analytics: Topics

Figure 5 shows six research topics of “Big data in Learning Analytics” identified from the
LDA algorithm. Also, we identified 19 sub-topics within these six topics. The following
paragraphs of this section describe the topics and an example of their related studies. The
sample studies for each topic are among the top ten documents of the corresponding cluster
from topic modelling.

Figure 5. Six research topics of big data analytics in education

4.4.1.1

Topic 1: Predictive Analytics

Topic 1 is related to methods and algorithms used to predict different concepts in
educational settings, such as students’ success rates. Pattern discovery and classification of
learning activities are also included in this topic. This topic generally refers to the computer
science aspect of big data in LA and consists of the following sub-topics.
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1. Supervised Learning Methods: several studies used supervised learning and neural
networks to predict students’ learning, such as predicting students’ drop-out rate
with supervised learning (Santos, Menezes, Carvalho, & Montesco, 2019).
2. Academic success prediction: different studies have used historical grade data to
create a prediction model for students’ grades (Sweeney, Lester, & Rangwala,
2015).
3. Behaviour Prediction: Big data provides the opportunity for collecting and
analyzing various data formats. Some studies examined learners’ activities in the
educational environments and predicted their behaviour (Alloghani et al., 2018).

4.4.1.2

Topic 2: Administrative Concepts

This topic refers to managerial concepts, institutions, decision-making, and other relevant
concepts. The topic includes four subtopics, and most of the studies are related to higher
education.
4. Policies: This subtopic addresses institutional and federal policies related to the use
of BDA in education. The necessity of data privacy, its limitations for BDA, and
possible solutions are discussed in the related studies (Howell, Roberts, Seaman, &
Gibson, 2018).
5. Decision-Making: the results from BDA can support the decision-making process
to improve education quality (Khanna, Singh, & Alam, 2016).
6. Knowledge Management: the use of BDA at the governance level requires
organized data flow. Data warehouse design, enterprise architecture, and
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knowledge management frameworks are related concepts to this topic (MoscosoZea, Andres-Sampedro, & Luján-Mora, 2016).
7. Student Retention: Using BDA to analyze students’ attitudes and behavior to
increase student retention is discussed in this subtopic (Riffai, Duncan, Edgar, &
Al-Bulushi, 2016).

4.4.1.3

Topic 3: eLearning Platforms

This topic addresses online and technology-enhanced learning environments, such as
LMSs, massive open online courses (MOOC), video-based learning, and libraries that use
data analysis techniques.
8. Learning Environments: Online learning can occur in learning management
systems (LMA), course management systems (CMS), forums, social networks, and
other online collaborative learning environments.
9. Benefit and Possibilities: personalized learning, availability of various data formats
(e.g., video-based learning), and resources (e.g., digital libraries) are among the
most significant differences between online and traditional learning.
10. Design: BDA can help to make efficient decisions in designing educational
environments. For example, (Liu, Li, Pan, & Pan, 2019) used students’ behaviour
patterns to implement better learning games.

4.4.1.4

Topic 4: Cloud-Based eLearning

This topic includes cloud computing and data analysis of cloud data for eLearning
purposes.
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11. Learner tracking and modelling: the most significant advantage of cloud-based
learning is that it provides the opportunity to collect learners’ data from multiple
sources. This research topic mainly focuses on student modelling to assist students
in reflecting on their core competencies (Chou et al., 2017).
12. Smart Services: The use of smart systems and smart learning analytics can improve
the effectiveness of analysis. Reference (Chou et al., 2017) utilizes an internet of
things (IoT) framework to enhance analysis effectiveness.

4.4.1.5

Topic 5: Learning and Teaching

Topic 5 addresses analysis of learning processes, formative assessment, and concepts
related to curriculum and pedagogy. This topic aims to provide useful information for
teacher interventions.
13. Discourse Analysis: discourse analysis in social and collaborative learning
environments reveals students’ attitudes, satisfaction, and sentiment (Elia, Solazzo,
Lorenzo, & Passiante, 2018).
14. Teacher Intervention: the use of analytics to detect and notify the teacher can
facilitate learning for those students who need special attention (Ho & Shim, 2018)
15. Pedagogy: studies in this sub-topic refer to pedagogical supports provided in
different platforms, BDA for pedagogical design (Wong & Li, 2016), and pattern
visualization to assist teachers in evaluating the teaching and learning process
(Larionova, Brown, & Lally, 2019).
16. Multimodal Learning Analytics: multimodal learning analytics can support the
analysis of complex, hands-on, and open-ended learning experiences. For example,
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Reference (Thompson, 2013) uses speech patterns to predict students’ answers’
validity.
17. Personalized Learning: personalization of learning refers to accessibility to
individualized knowledge to enhance the learning process. Providing personalized
reports for teacher intervention, adapting the learning environment, or personalized
dashboards are examples of related research (Farahmand, Dewan, & Lin, 2020).

4.4.1.6

Topic 6: Learning Analytics Dashboards

Topic 6 refers to data visualization and Learning analytic dashboard (LAD). This topic
includes all education stakeholders, including learners, educators, and institutions.
1. Stakeholders: different individuals in an educational system can use lADs. Students
may use them for self-regulated learning, teachers utilize LADs to monitor
students’ learning, and institutions can utilize them for decision-making (Shankar
et al., 2020).
2. Applications: dashboards and visualizations represent knowledge discovered from
data analysis and are used for different purposes such as monitoring, assessment,
motivation, self-regulation, and policymaking (Farahmand et al., 2020).

4.4.2

Network Analysis of Identified Topics

The above results show that the six identified topics are highly related and have similar
concepts. Figure 6 illustrates a network of six research topics and their relationship. Each
topic is connected to at least two other most similar topics based on cosine similarity values.
As Figure 6 shows “eLearning Platforms” topic is the most connected node of the network.
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4.5

Discussion

The six identified topics can be categorized into three groups: theoretical, technological,
and management. Each of the six topics and their 19 subtopics fits in one or more of these
three categories. For example, “topic 1; predictive analytics” is in the intersection of
theoretical and technical categories, and “topic 2: administrative concepts” is related to
technical and management categories. We believe that the challenge and issues in
educational big data roots in ignoring the intertwined connection of these three categories
presented in Figure 7. As an instance, the complexity of education fields requires data
analysis algorithms to consider the pedagogical and theoretical concepts in their analysis.
Overlooking them may lead to data analysis algorithms that provide unrealistic or
nonapplicable results from the learning environments. Other studies as well mentioned
similar categories. Reference (Luan et al., 2020) states that big data and artificial
intelligence develop at the intersection between policy, research, and industry. As Luan et
al. (2020) mention, development in the intersection of research and industry leads to
technical advancements, such as big data processing techniques in education. Also,
advancement in the intersection of research and policy provides solutions for privacy
issues. Finally, development in the intersection of policy and industry improves data and
privacy protection.
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Figure 6. A network of research topics in educational big data analytics

Figure 7. A three-dimensional model of categories in big data and learning analytics
research
As Figure 7 illustrates, these three domains of theory, management, and technology would
lead to BDA improvements in education when they are interconnected. More importantly,
improvements in each of them may provide solutions for other categories. For example,
ethical issues from the policy category can be solved by advancements in the technology
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category, and predictive algorithms can be improved by implementing pedagogical
considerations.
Moreover, educational researchers have to consider a broad range of issues while working
with big data analytics (Daniel, 2019). Reference (Daniel, 2019) mentions that educational
big data issues might be in one of the following dimensions: conception, technical,
epistemology, ontology, methods, digital divide, ethics, and privacy.

Mapping the

previous studies and identified topics to these seven issues provides a better understanding
of existing studies’ applicability.
Based on the existing big data analysis techniques achieving privacy requirements might
be difficult. For instance, Hadoop is designed to work with public data, so it does not have
enough security to be used in educational analyses (Quadir, Chen, & Isaias, 2020). Also,
analytics methods might be unreliable in some cases. Reference (Clements & Wallin, 2017)
states that These techniques might measure learners’ behavior instead of actual learning.
Without using theoretical and pedagogical aspects, data analysis methods might fail to
determine the reasons for what is happening in the educational system. However, the
research focusing on pedagogy and learning analytics is in the beginning steps (Avella et
al., 2016), and its combination with big data might add more complexities. Finally, the
result section’s findings indicate that big data analytics is limited to higher education and
few special programs in elementary schools, such as game design and stem education.

4.6

Conclusion

Big data in education has promoted researchers to explore the possibilities of introducing
different technologies to enhance students’ learning. While the focus remains on prediction
and data analysis, less attention has been paid to data management, privacy, and theoretical
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concepts. At the management and policy level, maintaining privacy and confidentiality
along with efficient analytics remains a challenge. Also, the lack of theory-informed
analysis can prevent reliable interpretations of the learning process based on analysis
results.
Future research needs to explore these challenges and be aware of all required aspects for
big data analysis in education, including theory, technology, and management. Each of
these three dimensions might have a different viewpoint toward different steps of data
analytics in education (i.e., data collection, preprocessing, data analysis, and presentation).
Considering these various views, researchers can better understand the field.

4.7
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Chapter 5

5

Data-Driven Understanding of Computational Thinking
Assessment: A Systematic Literature Review

A movement to include problem-solving and computer science in k-12 education has
sparked significant interest in introducing computational thinking (CT). CT education is
mainly defined as teaching and learning problem-solving skills. CT is considered a 21century skill, and like other essential skills aiming to educate students as efficient members
of the technology-dependent society, CT learning and assessment are associated with the
use of technology-enhanced learning methods and environments. Although most
researchers categorize CT skills into three groups, including CT concepts, practices, and
perspectives, there is no consensus view regarding CT assessment methods to evaluate
these three CT skill categories. Addressing this gap, we explored key topics in the literature
of computational thinking assessment (CTA). Using a data-driven approach for topic
modeling, we analyzed 395 scientific articles in CTA literature and identified 11 research
topics. We implemented Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic modeling to identify the
latent topic in the CTA literature. Also, we performed a network analysis to explore the
key links between CTA’s identified topics. Based on the results from topic modeling, we
categorized the CTA tools based on their assessment strategy and the types of CT skills
they aim to evaluate. Also, this study analyzes the identified assessment methods based on
the purpose of assessment and the different types of insights they provide for the evaluation
of CT skills. The paper discusses the advantages of new forms of CTA through technology
compared to traditional assessment methods and provides recommendations for further
studies. The outcomes from this study can be used as a guideline for selecting appropriate
CTA tools and methods in different learning settings.
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5.1

Introduction

The development of new technologies and the emergence of student-centred learning
theories have changed the learning environments and educational purposes in recent years.
Nowadays, along with the new opportunities that technology-enhanced learning
environments provide for students’ learning, students are required to learn new forms of
skills named new media skills. New media skills are the kind of skills needed to prepare
students as members of a technology-dependent society (Jenkins, 2006). Computational
thinking (CT), as an essential 21st-century topic, is considered one of the daily life skills
rather than a set of skills used by computer programming specialists (Wing 2006; Labusch,
2018). Based on this belief, computational thinking has become a crucial skill that future
generations must develop (De-Marcos et al., 2014).
Since 2006, when Wing used the term computational thinking for the first time, scholars
have emphasized the need for teaching CT skills at an early age (Papavlasopoulou et al.,
2018). However, even with this burgeoning interest, there is a lack of shared understanding
of how CT skills can be developed and assessed. Compared to traditional educational skills,
CT skills are mainly associated with cognitive and problem-solving abilities and aim to be
thought through technologically enhanced environments. The differences of CT learning
with traditional education require new methods to assess students’ skill acquisition in CT.
This study aims to explore CTA literature to address the following questions: a) What
topics have been studied in CTA, and what research themes influence CTA? b) What are
the assessment methods and tools in CTA, and how can they be improved using the new
learning concepts through new media?
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5.2
5.2.1

Literature Review
Computational Thinking

Various studies in the literature provide different definitions for CT. Some studies define
CT as a cognitive process, while others highlight it as a problem-solving approach (Zhang
and Nouri, 2019). CT literature indicates that the definitions differ based on the goals,
skills, and context of implementing CT (Tang et al., 2020). Drawing from programming
and computing concepts, many researchers defined CT as the process of programming,
designing for usability, improving computational concepts, computational problemsolving, and system thinking. On the other hand, the definitions that emerged from CT’s
non-programming activities focus on CT’s operational and real-life applications. The
following two paragraphs provide an overview of the formation of CT definition over time.
CT was not a topic of interest until Wing (2006) introduced it as the approach to “solving
problems, designing systems, and understanding human behaviour, by drawing on the
concepts fundamental to computer science” (p. 33). Also, she stated that computational
thinking is about conceptualization, not programming. Later, Guzdial (2008) mentioned
CT as a problem-solving process that focuses on abstraction, evaluation, modelling, and
automation. With the rise in the importance of CT, the International Society for Technology
in Education (ISTE) and the Computer Science Teacher Association (CSTA) defined CT
as a problem-solving process that includes the following as its primary characteristics:
formulating problems, logical thinking, representing data through abstractions, simulation,
automating solutions through algorithmic thinking, and identifying, evaluating, and
implementing possible solutions.
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All the above definitions are common in that none of them explicitly mentions
programming languages for CT acquisition. However, this is not a universal belief about
CT. Brennan & Resnick (2012) stated that programming is essential in CT education. Their
proposed theoretical framework presented three dimensions including, computational
concepts (programming terms of sequences, loops, events, parallelism, conditionals,
operators, and data flow), computational practices (iteration, debugging, and abstraction),
and computational perspectives (expressing, questioning, and connecting). Another CT
framework classifies CT into four dimensions: data practice, modeling and simulation,
problem-solving, and system thinking (Weintrop et al., 2016). Since there is no unified CT
definition, its definition changes depending on the context and tool (Kirwan et al., 2018).
This study uses the CT dimensions presented by Brennan & Resnick (2012).

5.2.2

Computational thinking assessment

The diversity in CT definition indicates that it is impossible to limit CTA to one of the
programming or non-programming constructs. As a result, the same as CT definition, the
CTA tools and techniques must differ based on CT’s various implementations. Also, the
discussions surrounding CT definitions indicate the complex structure of CT (Allsop,
2019). So, it is not practical to restrict CTA to programming constructs as the CT process
also involves practices and perspectives. Exploring CTA literature, we can find various
assessment techniques and methods, including qualitative, quantitative, and mixed-method
approaches (Weese, 2016).

5.3

Method

Given the diversity in CTA, we relied on an unsupervised machine learning approach to
develop CTA topics from the literature. Unsupervised machine learning is a technique to
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discover latent dataset categories (Deveaud et al., 2014). The steps of the conducted
systematic literature review are discussed in the following.

5.3.1

Data collection

We obtained peer-reviewed conference and journal publications in CTA from five
databases, including ACM, IEEE, Scopus, Web of Science, and ScienceDirect, as shown
in Table 2 The data source included titles, abstracts, and keywords of research items in
CTA literature. Referring to Wing’s (2006) study as the starting point for the CT studies,
we retrieved all related publications since 2006. The query used for data collection was
{Topic: (“computational thinking” AND (measur* OR assess* OR evaluat* OR “learning
analytics” OR “data mining”)}. The word “Topic” in the search query refers to the articles’
titles, abstracts, and keywords.
Table 2. Overview of Data Collection and Data Selection
Data Source

5.3.2

Number of Search results

Number of Selected research items

ACM

218

112

Web of Science

534

192

IEEE

153

59

Scopus

422

174

ScienceDirect

40

33

Total

1,367

570

Data Selection

Two researchers manually checked the search results regarding their relevance to the CTA
field. Also, we excluded the literature review papers as they include a wide range of various
concepts. Table 2 shows the number of selected documents from the scientific databases.
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5.3.3

Data preprocessing

Preprocessing of data refers to the process of identifying a collection of meaningful data
items and word-features. This collection is called core vector space (CVS). Our original
collected data included 570 documents with a total of 5,462 word-features. Aiming to find
a homogenous CVS, we performed the following preprocessing tasks: duplicate removal,
outlier removal, stop word elimination, lowercasing, special character removal, n-gram
processing, lemmatization, and normalization based on CT context to standardize the
different word forms. Finally, we used the Sklearn python package to identify relevant
word-features. During that process, the following groups of words were deleted: words
appeared less than two times in the dataset, significantly high-frequency CT-related words,
high-frequency words commonly used in scientific contexts, document-related words such
as acronyms, and general English words. This process led to the selection of a CSV with
395 research documents and 356 word-features.

5.3.4

Data analysis

We performed Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) from python’s Gensim package to find
the hidden topics in the CVS. Although LDA is an unsupervised machine learning
technique, it must be given the number of topics as a parameter. Four metrics, including
Arun2010, CaoJuan2009, Deveaud2014, and Griffiths2004 (Cao et al., 2009; Deveaud et
al., 2014), were used to identify the number of topics. This analysis led to the selection of
11 topics as the optimal number of clusters for topic modeling and network analysis.

5.4

Findings

This section presents the results from topic modeling and network analysis.
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5.4.1

Computational Thinking Assessment Topics

The following paragraphs of this section present a description of each of the 11 identified
topics of CTA. The sample studies mentioned for each topic are among the ten top
documents of each topic. In Figure 8, which represents these 11 research topics, a binary
adjacency matrix visualizes the topics. The black cells of the matrix show similarity
between the two corresponding documents, and the borders represent the topics of
documents. Each cluster’s size is associated with the number of documents within that
cluster, and the density of clusters shows the homogeneity of the associated topics. For
interpreting and naming the obtained topics, we considered both the size and homogeneity
of the topics.
Topic 1, named “Teacher development”, addresses studies related to enhancing and
evaluating teaching concepts in CT, including CT curriculum, pedagogy (Kang et al.,
2018), and teacher development in both CT knowledge and teaching skills. The methods
for the assessment of teachers’ knowledge include surveys, self-assessment (Kang et al.,
2018), and evaluation of self-efficacy and attitude toward coding and teaching CT (Rich et
al., 2020).
Topic 2, named “Problem-Solving Skills”, refers to concepts from complex problemsolving skills. Studies in this topic mainly include two types of assessment: First, tools to
measure cognitive abilities required for reasoning and problem-solving (Román-González
et al., 2017); Second, methods to evaluate the impact of programming on cognitive
development (Park et al., 2015). Cognitive development is significant as it can promote
students’ problem-solving abilities. Problem-solving competencies are among 21st-century
skills and refer to cognitive-related skills such as programming and mathematical thinking.
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Measuring cognitive skills can reveal students’ capabilities for acquiring CT skills. Also,
this topic addresses the measurement of intelligence and psychometric (Hubwieser and
Mühling, 2015) aspects related to learning CT. The main computational assessment tools
in the studies of this topic are statistical methods.

Figure 8. Identified Research Topics for CTA
Topic 3, named “Robotic Education”, mainly addresses CT learning for early childhood
and elementary level students. This topic includes both unplugged (Miller et al., 2019) and
plugged-in (Kong, Chiu, and Lai, 2018) activities in k-12 education. Robot programming
can be used in various educational levels, such as maze-solving robot programming for
high schoolers (Fronza, Ioini, and Corral, 2017) and tangible robot programming for
kindergarteners (Roussou and Rangoussi, 2020). Collaborative learning and teacher
intervention are among the main concept related to assessment in the studies of this topic.
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Topic 4, named “Block-Based Programming”, addresses CTA in Scratch programming.
Scratch is a popular block-based programming software developed to promote CT
knowledge in elementary and middle-grade learners (Brennan, Chung, and Hawson, 2011).
This topic addresses Dr.Scratch as an automatic web-based tool for assessing Scratch
projects and SAT as a modern scratch project analysis tool (Chang et al., 2018). These
assessment tools mainly evaluate students’ skills in the CT concepts dimension.
Topic 5, named “Computer Science Education, " refers to assessing problem-solving skills
in university-level programming courses. The studies included in this topic use a wide
range of qualitative, quantitative, and mixed-method approaches for CT evaluation
(Romero et al., 2017; Weese, 2016).
Topic 6 is named “STEM Education” and is related to developing and improving the CT
curriculum and pedagogy to integrate CT in STEM education. The CTA methods and
techniques in this cluster include rubric-based assessment (Bortz et al., 2019), summative
assessment such as national exams (Zur-Bargury et al., 2013), formative assessment
(Hadad Roxana and Thomas, 2019), and self-assessment of students. Except for CT
concepts and practices, some studies of this topic evaluate the skills in the CT perspective
dimension.
Topic 7, named “Game-Based learning”, addresses CT development through playing
(Hooshyar et al., 2021) and game construction (Jenson and Droumeva, 2016). This topic
includes different assessment methods, such as evaluating learners’ reflection interviews
(Litts, Lewis and Mortensen, 2019), analyzing students’ game development artifacts based
on programming constructs (Werner, Denner and Campe, 2015), measuring students’
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motivation during playing games, and the use of machine learning and deep-learning
techniques (Min et al., 2019) to predict students’ CT learning.
Topic 8, named “Code Analysis”, mainly refers to assessing CT concepts using different
code evaluation methods. For example, eye-tracking is a recent technique for analyzing
students’ coding activities (Papavlasopoulou et al., 2020). This topic also includes
evaluating students’ attitudes during and after coding activities. Except for computational
methods, some studies used qualitative analysis, such as interviews (Benvenuti,
Chioccariello and Giammoro, 2018) and pre/post-test analysis of students’ coding skills
(Arfé et al., 2020).
Topic 9, named “Thinking Skills”, mainly refers to evaluating CT practices, such as
abstract thinking and decomposition (Djambong Takam and Freiman, 2018; Sondakh,
Osman, & Zainudin, 2020).
Topic 10, named “Learner Modeling”, refers to modelling and predicting students’ CT
learning, creativity, innovative thinking, attitude, and success rate using computational
methods (Rao et al., 2018).
Topic 11 is named “Learning Analytics” and refers to automatic or real-time methods of
evaluating students’ CT skills. This topic addresses the use of statistics, data-mining (Souza
et al., 2019), machine-learning (Jeon et al., 2018), and learning analytics (Grover et al.,
2017).
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5.4.2

Network and Factor Analysis.

Figure 9 shows a network of the 11 identified topics. The nodes represent the corresponding
topics in Figure 8. Each node is connected to at least three most similar nodes based on
topic keywords.

Figure 9. Network of research topics

5.5

Discussion

Addressing the first research question, we identified 11 topics in the result section and
presented a network of topics based on common top keywords of topics. In Figure 9 the
larger network nodes represent the topics with higher similarity to the other topics. Also,
the size of nodes is associated with their related topics’ frequency in the CTA literature.
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Based on the network analysis results, “Computer Science Education” is one of the main
topics in CTA. Different studies utilized assessment methods from computer science, such
as “Code Analysis”, to assess CT artifacts. The development of Coding skills in CT aims
to enhance students’ “Problem-Solving” and “Thinking Skills” through learning
environments suitable for CT education. “Game-based Learning”, “STEM Education”, and
“Robotics Education” are three technology-enhanced educational environments for CT
education. However, regarding the use of technology and new media, we must be aware
that new media does not necessarily mean new learning/assessment (Cope and Kalantzis,
2013). Although digital media through games, coding, and robotics education can provide
a flexible and exciting learning environment for CT learners, as long as the computational
assessment is only a digitized form of traditional assessment, CTA will not help students
perform better through the use of technology. As a result, the studies related to “learning
analytics” and “computational modelling” in the CTA field should provide those forms of
insights and information that cannot be obtained without computational methods. For
reporting assessment results, learning analytics dashboards are another tool that can
improve CT assessment by assisting teachers to achieve a better understanding of students’
learning. Finally, the studies related to the “Teacher Development” topic address enhancing
teachers’ knowledge of CT, developing skills required for teaching and assessing students’
CT learning, and measuring teachers’ attitudes toward CT. Teacher development is mainly
related to educating teachers in coding, block-based programming, and robotics, as these
areas are the most common learning environments for formal CT education in schools.
Responding to the second research question, we have categorized the key CTA tools and
methods mentioned in the identified CTA topics into 8 categories: diagnostic assessment,
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formative

assessment,

summative

assessment,

self-assessment,

peer-assessment,

assessment to transfer skill, learning analytics, and mixed-method assessment. These
categories of CTA tools and methods are discussed in the following.

5.5.1

Diagnostic Assessment

These types of tests can aptitude test for CT. Their advantage is that they can be used in
pre-test conditions. Bloom (1956) says that “it is difficult to classify educational objectives
and test items as abilities or skills without full knowledge of students' prior experience.”
Also, diagnostic tools can activate students’ prior knowledge of CT. Shepard (2000)
believes that the activation of prior knowledge can be considered as assessment. Grover,
Pea, & Cooper (2015) used a pre-test to measure computer programming interest and
attitude. This study states that prior knowledge is a strong predictor of CT learning
outcomes. Some of the CT diagnostic assessment tools are the Computational Thinking
Test (Roman-Gonzalez, Perez-Gonzalez, & Jimenez-Fernandez, 2017; Roman Gonzalez,
2015), the Commutative Assessment Test (D Weintrop et al., 2014), and a test for
measuring basic programming skills (Mühling, Ruf, & Hubwieser, 2015).

5.5.2

Formative Assessment

Formative assessment refers to on-going assessment and occurs during the learning process
(Shepard, 2000). Formative evaluation is popular in CT education. The use of Dr.Scratch
is an example of this formative strategy. To assign CT score to students, Dr.Scratch
measures students’ Scratch programs in seven concepts: problem decomposition and
abstraction, logical thinking, parallelism, synchronization, flow control, user interactivity,
and data representation. (Moreno León et al., 2015). The evaluation result from the
Dr.Scratch tool can be used as a formative assessment.
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Foundations for Advancing Computational Thinking (FACT) is another example, which is
a course designed and tested by Grover, Pea, & Cooper (2015). FACT has multiple-choice,
low-stakes, and high-frequency quizzes that measure students’ understanding of
computational concepts and gives hints for further enhancement. Another formative tools,
introduced by Basawapatna, Repenning, & Koh (2015), is a cyberlearning system named
Real-Time Evaluation and Assessment of Computational Thinking (REACT). This tool
provides real-time evaluation corresponding to each student’s project. Finally, the
Functional Understanding Navigator! or FUN! tool is an automated assessment tool for
Scratch projects designed by Brasiel Sarah and Close (2017). From all CT skills, the Fun!
tool measures parallelism, logical thinking(e.g., conditional logic, operators, events),
synchronization, logical thinking, and pattern generalization (Brasiel et al., 2017).

5.5.3

Summative Assessment

This kind of assessment aims to evaluate learners’ content knowledge at the end of a course
or each lesson. Summative assessment in CT is not as common as formative assessment.
And the limited number of existing studies utilize summative CT assessment to enhance
future courses and are not high-stake exams. Some of these summative assessment tools
are Fairy assessment to measure algorithmic thinking and effective use of abstraction and
modelling (Werner, Denner, Campe, & Kawamoto, 2012), the Quizly tool (Maiorana,
Giordano, &Morelli, 2015) for assessing content knowledge, and a rubric based on
Bloom’s Taxonomy (Sáez-López, 2016) to evaluate students’ CT skills by measuring the
degree of increase in knowledge for each CT skill. Based on (Bloom 1956), the degree of
an increased level of knowledge indicates the increased knowledge in general.
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5.5.4

Self-assessment

Involving students in their own assessment gives them ownership over the learning process
and improves their cognitive development (Shepard, 2000). The #5c21 model (Romero and
Lepage, 2017) is a revised form of three assessment models: CSTA (Computer Science
Teachers Association’s), Barefoot, and Dr.Scratch, and uses self-assessment of learners CT
assessment strategy. Another research (Moreno León et al., 2015) uses Dr.Scratch as a selfassessment tool that acts as a tutorial about how learners can improve their codes.

5.5.5

Peer Assessment

The same as self-assessment, peer assessment is used in CTA to give students the agency
of their learning process and motivate them. Students can learn from each other during
peer assessment, question themselves and their peers, discuss their code, and find a
solution. Both self-assessment and peer-assessment activities let teachers ignore students’
mistakes and involve students in their learning. Teachers might provide comments to make
students question themselves and find solutions. Portelance et al. (2015) analyzed recorded
videos from the peers’ artifact-based interviews and measured CT skills, including
sequencing, parallel programming, reusing, expressing, reusing, connecting, and
expressing. Also, the FACT assessment tool by Grover et al. (2015) includes social and
participatory aspects of learning environments using artifact-based interviews. Finally,
using the Scratch website, students can demonstrate their games to the entire class, provide
documentation, write reflections, and provide feedback for their peer’s Scratch games.

5.5.6

Assessment to Transfer Skills

When students practice with a variety of applications in the process of learning, knowledge
is more likely to transfer (Shepard, 2000). In CT learning environments, students can test
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their problem-solving ideas for any given problem, learn from their peers, discuss with
them, and learn new solutions.
Hoover et al. (2016) Analyzed students’ Scratch games with qualitative analysis of design
choices. This method analyzes the relationship between students’ final choices to design
their games and their CT scores from Dr.Scratch. Their approach aims to improve the
effectiveness of Dr.Scratch’s feedbacks. Rowe, Asbell-Clarke, Cunningham, & Gasca
(2017) utilized a human labelling system for assessing four CT skills: problem
decomposition, algorithmic thinking, pattern recognition, and abstraction. Romero et al.
(2017) designed just in time teacher-based evaluations as a human-centred approach to
improve students’ learning process. Grover, Bienkowski, Niekrasz, & Hauswirth (2016)
used a qualitative strategy to find the patterns of students’ behaviours in CT games. In the
FACT framework (Grover et al., 2015), a test assessed students’ ability to transfer their
programs in the block-based Scratch environment to Pascal/Java-like code. Finally, Grover
et al. (2015) assessed affective aspects like students’ improvement in their understanding
of computing through free-response questions.

5.5.7

Learning Analytics for Assessment

Utilizing computer-based techniques to analyze game logs or students’ behaviour has been
studied by different researchers in the CT assessment literature. Srinivas and Roy (2018)
used logs from the process of designing Scratch games by students to measure CT concepts
and practices based on dimensions defined in Brennan & Resnick's framework (2012).
Montaño Juan and Mondragón (2019) used data analytics to analyze students’ performance
in gamified CT environments. Data mining approaches are among the best methods to
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measure CT concepts and practices. However, they are not suitable for measuring
creativity, which is a skill in the highest cognitive levels.

5.5.8

Mixed-Method Assessment

Since all CT skills cannot be measured by one assessment method, many studies have
introduced mixed-method techniques to thoroughly analyze CT skills. Grover,
Bienkowski, Niekrasz, & Hauswirth (2016) combined qualitative, quantitative, hybrid
hypothesis and discovery-driven strategy to find the patterns of behaviours in logs from
Blocky games and measure computational thinking practices. Also, the #5c21 model is a
combination of three assessment methods and aims to measure creative programming
(Romero et al., 2017) by combining automated and qualitative assessment approaches.

5.6

Conclusion

This study identified eleven topics in CTA literature from 2006 to 2021 and used a network
of topics to explore the topic connections. Also, assessment tools and methods for CT were
discussed and categorized into eight groups. The CTA literature shows a growing interest
in automated and computer-based assessment tools. This tendency can lead to effective
understanding of students’ learning and improve CT education in future. However, we
believe the following essential challenges have not been addressed in the literature.
First, based on the literature, we can imply that CT education uses different technologyenhanced learning environments to improve students’ problem-solving skills. However,
the use of technology as new media or assessment tool does not guarantee new forms of
learning. In some computational assessment practices, the rush to adapt to technologyenhanced learning can develop old ways of assessment using new technologies. For CTA
to assess required 21-century skills, the assessment methods should focus on student-
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centred learning theories and provide insights that are not accessible using traditional
assessment.
Second, although automated assessment can lead to new forms of assessment and provide
new understandings of students’ learning, automatic assessment methods primarily focus
on the level of code complexity, not the meaning (Hoover et al., 2016). As a result, the
automated methods measure technical mastery, not creativity, which is a skill in the highest
cognitive levels. Based on Dewey’s “theory of creativity,” creativity should be measured
by the usefulness of a solution, its value, and originality (Mihai, 2016). In recent years,
through qualitative methods and learner modelling, the attempts to measure higher
cognitive levels of CT skills are rising, and authors are becoming more interested in
adopting multiple evaluation approaches to address more CT skills using automatic
assessment (Allsop, 2019). For example, based on the topic modelling results, we can
imply that even though there are fewer studies for assessing CT perspectives dimension,
most of these studies have been conducted in recent years, and this research area is
growing.
The advancement in the automatic assessment of education can significantly improve CT
learning. The following are among the possible future directions in automatic assessment
of CT: student modelling based on learner behaviour, using data analytics techniques and
dashboards to create user-friendly reports, multimodal assessment, personalization of
learning process and assessments based on students’ interest, behaviour, and academic
differences. Also, in the future, extensive use of advanced computational methods such as
image processing, face and gesture detection, and wearable sensors can improve CTA and
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decrease the need for human-based qualitative assessment methods for evaluating CT at
higher cognitive levels.

5.7
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

6

In this chapter, I will review the thesis questions presented in the introduction section and
proceed to synthesize each study in terms of how they are associated with the thesis
questions. Finally, thesis contributions and future research suggestions will be presented
based on the findings for each of the studies.

6.1

Review of the Research Questions

The main purpose of this thesis has been to explore the existing learning analytics methods
and their possible applications in enhancing learning processes. To fulfill that purpose, we
researched existing methods in learning analytics. Also, we studied existing methods in the
CTA literature and explored how learning analytics methods can be used in CT to enhance
learning processes. Each of the two studies answered some subsequent research questions
related to the literature of LA and CTA. In the following, the research questions are
mentioned once again:

6.2

Summarizing the chapters

The following two sections summarize chapter four and chapter five of the thesis.

6.2.1

Chapter four: A literature review of Learning Analytics

This thesis is mainly about learning analytics and aims to study their applications in
different aspects of educational environments. To pursue this goal, we conducted a
systematic data-driven literature review of learning analytics to understand the methods
and main. The terminology used for automatic data analysis in education differs in the
literature based on the scope and target audiences and includes academic analysis,
educational data mining, and learning analytics. We considered all of them in our
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systematic literature review and restricted our study to the big data analytics scope to
ensure that the retrieved articles from the literature are relevant to the concepts in
multimodal assessment of learning. A total of 979 research items were retrieved from the
literature related to automatic assessment topic in education. After eliminating the
duplicate documents, documents indexed in more than one database, and excluding lessrelevant documents, a total of 490 documents remained.
Using LDA topic modelling as an unsupervised machine learning method, we identified
six research topics: administrative concepts, predictive analytics, learning analytics
dashboards, e-learning platforms, learning and teaching, and cloud-based learning. While
the administrative concepts topic emphasizes the importance of organizational and
administrative level analytics of educational environments, learning analytics dashboards
mostly focuses on the calss level analytics and dashboards that can assist teachers to
understand students’ learning better. Also, while some topics, including eLearning
platforms and cloud-based learning, are related to the technological aspects of using
learning analytics, predictive analytics topic studies the impact of prediction in preparing
resources based upon that prediction learning. Finally, learning and teaching topic
emphasizes the importance of including educational theories in the process of analyzing
educational data. These six main topics also included 19 subtopics.
Synthesizing the six identified topics and their 19 subtopics, we finally categorized them
into three main concepts: theory, technology, and management, based on their related area
and audiences. Based on the current literature on data analytics in education. Data analysis
is being studied to improve students' learning experiences in classrooms and to assist
teachers in better understanding students’ needs, but data analysis can also make significant
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impacts in other scopes such as schools or institutional levels. Finally, we explored the
connections between the six identified topics using network analysis of topics.
Regarding the thesis research questions, the RQ1.1 was answered in the literature review
part of the thesis in section 2.3 (Learning Analytics for Learning Assessment) using the
qualitative analysis of selective research items from the quantitate analysis dataset. To
avoid duplication, we did not include that part in the first article. Regarding the RQ1.2
question, the topic modelling and network analysis approach allowed us to understand the
general trends and topic interconnections. RQ1.3 question was answered by discussing the
main applications of data analytics in education in the six main identified topics. The 19
subtopics also allowed us to synthesize each of the six topics and explore the data analysis
methods and technological aspects utilized the most in each application.

6.2.2

Chapter five: Computational Thinking Literature Review

Chapter five studies assessment in CT literature and includes both human-based and
automatic assessment practices. Along with CT's different definitions and educational
goals, CTA methods and tools also differ in various contexts and educational
environments. Using a systematic literature review, chapter five explores the existing forms
and assessment methods in CT education literature.
Chapter five conducted a systematic literature review and retrieved 570 research
documents from CT-related databases. A total of 395 documents remained after
eliminating duplicate items and excluding the non-relevant items by manual checks. Preprocessing of the 395 items and selecting relevant word-features resulted in a database with
around 400 CT-related keywords. We implemented LDA topic modelling and identified
11 topics, including robotics education, stem education, learning analytics, game-based
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learning, thinking skills, learner modelling, problem-solving skills, code analysis, teacher
development, block-based programming, computer science education. Each of these 11
topics is related to one of the important aspects in CTA, including CT skills, CTA in
different environments, and CTA tools. Following topic modelling, the analysis of topic
connection, based on common words between topics, provided a better understanding of
the field. Identifying problem-solving, code analysis, and computer science education as
the most connected topics of the network of the eleven identified CTA topics indicates that
problem-solving is among the top skills required in CT education; And researchers are
utilizing concepts from computer programming and coding for the assessment of CT.
Regarding the research questions, the RQ2.1 thesis question was answered by identifying
the topics in the CTA literature. Scholars have defined and categorized CT skills in
different ways; however, not all of those skills are considered equally important in practice
and CTA research. Aiming to explore the key CT skills and their corresponding assessment
tools, we synthesized the identified eleven CTA topics and answered the RQ2.2 research
question. Learning analytics and other automatic assessment tools were discussed in one
of the eleven identified topics based on our topic modelling approach. We also used
qualitative analysis of selected studies to better understand CT's automatic forms of
assessment. Finally, we discussed the automatic assessment tool and the challenges of
using them in the CT context to answer the RQ2.3 question.

6.3

Research contribution and significance

As each of the two chapters in this integrated article thesis is a standalone piece,
contributions for the studies were mentioned in the corresponding chapters. This thesis
mainly aimed to study the different forms of evaluating students’ learning and the related
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challenges. Assessment is the core of learning; however, the literature indicates that there
is not enough research to address all aspects and challenges of evaluating students’
learning. The first articles of the thesis provides a three-dimensional model to categorize
learning assessment challenges based on the three main and interconnected areas in
learning assessment. Also, modern educational environments and the significance of
learning new media skills require new assessment forms., we explored the different
methods and applications of them in the assessment of learning
This thesis studies learning analytics methods and explores the key factors that impact the
enhancement of learning analytics. Also, focusing on the automatic form of assessment,
this thesis studies both traditional and automatic assessment methods in CT education as
an example of an educational field aiming to improve students' new media skills such as
problem-solving. The findings from this thesis contribute to the assessment of learning,
automatic forms of assessment, and the assessment of new media skills in the education
field. Finally, the data-driven systematic literature review approach utilized in this thesis is
a novel way of approaching literature review studies in education. This quantitative
analysis methods can be used in other educational fields and studies and the codes are
available online to be used by other researchers.

6.4

Future work and limitations

Suggestions for future research specific to each study have been mentioned in the
corresponding chapters; Therefore, I will not repeat them here. However, I would like to
add possible future directions for the other relevant fields when considering the thesis as a
whole.
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First, even though CT education is a recent field of education and relates to 21-century
skills, it has common topics with other fields of education, such as mathematics, computer
science, and robotics education. Therefore, various assessment scenarios and study
outcomes from similar fields can be used in CT education. Future works may focus on
understanding assessment methods, tools, and scenarios from other fields and applying
them to CT education based on CT requirements.
Second, future studies in learning analytics except the technological aspects should also
focus on the theoretical educational requirements, limitations in learning environments,
students’ differences, managemental challenges, and ethical issues. Neglecting the nontechnological aspects of applying automatic assessment tools in real learning settings can
lead to unpractical tools that are only suitable for ideal conditions.
The limitations from this thesis may also be addressed in the future studies to achieve a
better outcmes. First, this study only analyzed academic publications in the two area of CT
and learning analytics. Future studies may also analyze government or school documents
or explore academic publications in other areas related to new media skills. Second
limitation of the thesis was that we utilized our quantitative literature review method on
the limited sections of research items, including title, keyword, abstract, and metadata. The
future studies may use other existing quantitative text analysis techniques such as text
summarization to analyze entire documents or reference analysis to analyze the
connections between research items and authors. Finally, quantitative analysis of text data
can be used for the analysis of a higher number of text documents, but it cannot be
considered as a detailed analysis of those research items. As mentioned in the methodology
section, this study uses qualitative analysis to answer some of the research questions.
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However, the use of qualitative analysis is limited due to scope of the thesis as a master
thesis and lack of enough individual for coding and analyzing the text using qualitative
methods. Other researchers may use qualitative analyses in larger scales to support their
quantitative findings, or use qualitative findings as a guide for designing steps in their
quantitative methodology and interpreting the findings from their quantitative analyses.
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